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Durability is the most important criterion
used to define the quality of a gear. The freezing
of metals has been acknowledged for almost
thirty years as an effecti ve method for increasing
durabil ity, or "wear life. "and deerea ing residual
stress in tool steels. The recent field of deep
cryogenics (beiow-300°F) has brought us high-
temperature superconductors. the superconduct-
ing super collider, cryo-biology, and magneto-
hydrodynamic dri ve systems. [t has also brought
many additional durability benefits to metals,

The deep cryogenic tempering process for
gears is an inexpensive, one-time. permanent
treatment, affecting the entire part, not just the
surface. Gears maybe new or used. sharp or dull,
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Standard heat treating/oil tempering
Compared 10 the addition of a eryegeruc added cycle 01.

A: Heattreat ooly (control sample).
B: Heal treat with double temper (control ample).
C: Heat treat with shallow cryogenic cycle added ..
0: Heat treat with shallow cryogenic cycle and temper.
H: Heal treat with temper, then shallow cryogenic cycle added.
M: Heat Ileal with temper. then shallow cryogenic cycle. then temper.
N: Heat treat with temper. then shallow cryogenic cycle, then temper, cryogenic cycle and temper.
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and resharpening will not destroy the treatment.
The process has a number of obvious benefits,
including increases in tensile strength, toughness,
and stability through the release cfinternal stresses.
The exceptional increase in wear resistivity, gen-
erally exceeding 200%. is the greatest benefit.

Steel surfaces receiving wear. such as gears,
shaper cutters, drill bits, end mills, taps, dies,
surgical scissors, bearings, racing engines. slic-
ers. and granulator knives. all benefit fromthis
inexpensive treatment. New applicationsare be-
ing discovered regularly,

Completing tbe Heat TreatingProcess -
Martensftie Transformation

A research metallurgist at the National Bu-
reau of Standards states, "When carbon precipi-
tates fonn, the internal stress in the martensite is
reduced, which minimizes the susceptibility to
microcracking. The wide distribution of very
hard, fine carbides from deep cryogenic treatment
also increases wear resistance." The study con-
cludes: ..... fine carbon carbides and resultant tight
lattice structures are precipitated from cryogenic
treatment. These particles are responsible for the
exceptional wear characteristics imparted by the
process. due to a denser molecular structure and
resulting larger surface area. of contact, reducing
friction. heat. and wear."

Metallurgists have been skeptical of the cryo-
genic process for ometime, because it imparts no
apparent visible changes to the metal. The think-
ing is that since proper heat treating changes 85%
of the retained austenite to martensite. and the
deep cryogenic process only transforms an addi-
tional 8 - 15%, deep cryogenic treatment is an
inefficient process.

These are correct premises, but an inaccurate
conclusion. Deep cryogenically cooled metals
also develop a more uniform. refined microstruc-
ture with greater density. Microfine carbide "fIU-
ers" are formed. which take up the remaining



space in the micro-voids, re ulting in a much
denser. coherent tructure of the tool. teel. The
end re ult is increased wear re i tance.

These particles arethe same ones identified
and counted in the acoompanying tudy u ing a
scanning electron micro cope with field particle
quantification, (An autom atic particle couruer.) It
is now believed thatlhe e particles are largely
responsible for the great gain .in wear re i tivity,
Unlike the case of coating .the change created is
uniform throughout and will last the life of the
tool. regardless of any sub equent finishing op-
erations or regrind . It isa permanent, irrever ible
molecular change.

The two 1000X micrograph shown in Fig. 1
represent amples from the arne S-7 bar stock,
The first is untreated S-7. The second was deep
cryogenica:tly treated. The martensitictransfor-
marion i readily apparent

Field T'esting Proves
Deep eryogenlc Potentia:tl

The cryogenic cycle i. an extension of tan-
dard heat treatment. and creates many out-
standing increases in durability, Forexample, a
major aircraft manufacturer testing deep cryo-
genics found that with only ix different tools
treated, the savings :in tool purchases could
exceed $5 minion.

The deep cryogenic treatment of an 8% co-
balt end, min ha demon trated dramatic im-
provements in two important way . The number
of milling cuts wa increased from three before
deep cryogenic proce ing to 78 after proces -
ing, 26 times the wear life ..Resharpening the end
mills af~er deep cryogenic treatment required
only 113the amount of rock removal 'to re tore
the tool geometry ..

Rockwell. a major aircraft manufacturer run-
Ring C-2 carbide im en used [0mill epoxy graph-
ite, doubled its output after deep cryogenic treat-
ment. In a econd te "t used to mill 4340 stainless
steel, it achieved a 400% improvement

Other application include leading national
stock car auto racers, who previously raced
only 4-8 races between teardowns, went [Q 40+
races after treating the block. crank. cam, pis-
tons. and heads.

Lab Results. Confirm til .Fi.eld.Testing
The latest research data on cryogenic temper-

ing confirms the long standing tbeoryl1lat cryn-
genic treatment 'ignificantly enhancescutting
tool life. Dr. Joan Alexal'lctru and Dr. Constantin

Picos of The Polytechnic Institute of Jassy, Ro-
mania. utilized the latest scientific equipment
available. a JEOL [XA-SA Electron Probe, a
DRON-! X-ray Diffractometer, a Quantimet 720
Quantitative Microscope. and a Chevenard Dif-
ferential Dilatometer to supply the followmg re-
sults from the extensive ludy.

The study involved 7 sa_mpIes(A-N inFig. 2).
each subjected to a different tempering cycle as
noted. Each sample was Lhe equivalent of M2
steel; each sample had the carbide particle physi-
cally counted. both before and after the deep
cryogenic treatment, The team then measured the
samples with the equipment above. and with
standard metallurgical evaluative testing. The
results confirm with tangible evidence the carbide
precipitation in cryogenic proce sing.

All the metal. sample were t~ken from idea-
tical batch stock. The sample tructure was com-
prisedof.83%C •.38%Mn •.3OAS,4. [%Cr,S.l %Mo,
L92%V and 6.3%W. Samples were all simulta-
neously standard heat treated at 1230°' • then
oil-quenched. Four of the pieces were then. ub-
jected to the cryogenic cycle at -7o.DC with
varying temper added after col:d soaking.

Findings
The results of the testing conclude with the

following findings and analysis comparing stan-
dard heat treatingto heat. treating with the addi-
tion of a shallow cryogenic soak:

• Au tenite decreased from 42.6OA to. 0.9%.
• Martensite increa ed from 66% to 81.7%.
• Carbides increased from 6.9% to 17.4%.
• Mean number of carbide: counted @ 1 mm sq.

increased from 3 I .358.17 to 83.529 ..73..
• Number of carbides less than ] pm ill size

increased from 23,4[0.24 Lo 69.646 ..09 ..
• Rockwell. increased from 60.[0 to 66,]0.
• Tensile strength increased from 86.0. to

244.46.
• Bending strength increa ed from 86.0 to

244..46.
• KCU (resijiency) increased from 0 ..668 to

US.
• HRe 675°C after 20 minutes keeping: 56.88 Pete Pauliln

to. 62.25. is the president of JOO·
o Durability of the cutting time increased from Below. ItIC. He has a de-

20 minutes to 45 minutes with a shallow cryo- gree in aeronautical sci-
ence/rom Embry-Riddle

genic cycle. Aeronaunr al Univer
Fig. 2 iUu tratesthe even eparate heat/coo] sit)'. Bunnell. FL. He has

p,ublished several other
cycles used to tempe.. r the lathe cutting tools. The articles 011 cryogenic
lathe cutting tools were then used to cut a .5% research,
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Source: Jassy Polytechnic [nstitutefAlexandru
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7 Wear Improvement of Shnllow '

700% Gain
vs Deep Cryogenic (·320F) Cycle
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Materials that showed significant Improvement

AIS[#
D-2
S-7

52100
0-1
x-ro
M-]
H-B
M-2
T-I

CPM-lOV
r-zo
440

De_eriptlon
High carbon/chromium die steel
Silicon tool steel
Standard steel
Oil hardening cold! work die Sloe]
Graphite tool steel
Molybdenum high-speed steel
Chromium/moly hot die steel
Tungsten/moly high-speed teel
Tungsten high-speed tool steel
Alloy steel
Mold steel
Martensitic stainless

At -HO°F
316%
241%
195%
221%
230%
145%
164%
1[7%
141%
94%
123%
128%

At -310°F
817%
503%
42:0%
41.8%
264%
225%
209%
203%
176%
131%
130%
121%

Materials thatdid not. show significant improvement

430
303
8620

C-W20
AQS
T-2

Ferri tic staiale s
Austenitic stainless
Nickel-chromium-moly alloy steel
Carbon steel
Graphltlc cast iron
Tungsten high-speed steel

R. F~_'iarroJI ..rlL~d~lre.suJI&. Iouiskma PolJTrer:hllf;: /flf(iftfM.
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116%
105%
[12%
97%
96%
72%

119%
110%
104%
98%
97%
92%

structural carbon steel. Durability was estab-
lished by measuring the radial component of
wear, Intensive Speed: @33.6mJmin.; Depth:

5mm; Feed: O.62mm per rev, Relief angle: 8°;
Hake angle: 5°; Plan angle: 45°.

Deep Cryogeni.c Cycle Doubles the
Results of the ShaDow Cryogenic Cycle
Separate laboratory testing has been performed

by Dr. Randall F. Barron at Louisiana Tech
University, Ruston, LA. The results by Dr. Baron
confirm the Jassy study even further. In one
series of tests Dr. Barron compared five com-
man steel alloys. First he tested them as pro-
cured. Then he chilled them to -120°F, tested
them again,and then treated them at -317DF. In
all cases the cold treatment improved wear
resistance. The colder the treatment. the better.
The -120°F (dry ice) treatment improved ratios
ranging from 1,2 to 2 times, depending on the
alloy. This is consistent with the Jassy findings.
However, the deep cryogenic treatment at
31rF improved wearresistance by even greater
ratios ranging from 20 to 6.6 times ..

Process Developments
The deep cryogenic process has had an Achil-

les heeL It has been inconsistent. In the past,
improvements to gears would vary from little
improvement to over a 1.000% increase in 11 eful
life. The trick is in the processing, Temperature
changes must be controUed exactly for consistent
results. If a gear or tool is dropped in liquid
nitrogen, it could shatter.

The computer processor solves dtis problem ..
The computer can duplicate the optimal cooling
curve exactly time after time after time.

Older cryogenic tanks did not have adequate
control, Using them was like trying to bake a
cake in a wood-fired stove. The newest cryo-
genic tempering systems achieve consistent re-
sults. Furthermore, the price enables the gear
manufacturer to improve his profit margin, im-
prove his product, and increase market share
with a superior product.

The Cryogenic Tempering Precess
The new machines operate with controlled

dry thermal treatment, "Controlled" simply
means that the process is performed according
to a. precise prescribed time table. A 386 PC is
utilized as the process controller operating the
descent, soak, and ascent modes. The material
is cooled slowly to -317°P, held for 20-60
hours, then raised to +375°P, and slowly



returned to room temperature. ]t is a "dry"
process in that, unlike other deep cryogenic
proces ses, it does not bathe the materials in
liquid nitrogen, which i more likely to cause
damage from thermal. shock,

How It Works
The Barron tudy looked at how the change

brought about by cryogenic treatment affected
reel's ability to resist abra :ive wear. It found

that the marten ite and fine carbide formed by
deep cryogenic treatment work: together to re-
duce abrasive wear, The fine carbide particles
support the martensite matrix. making it less
likely that lumps will be dug out of the cutting
tool material. during a cutting oper-ation and
cause abrasion. When a hard asperity or foreign
particle is pres ed onto the tool's surface, the
carbides further resist wear by preventing the
particle from plowing iato the .urface.

Some of these benefits maybe achieved
through stendard tempering, which a1 0 trans-
forms austenite into martensite. But tandard tem-
pering may not bring about. a complete transfor-
mation in some tool steel .Fnrexarnple, 8,5% of
an 0-1 steel remains austenite after .it is oil-
quenched to 68°F. me M· i is quenched from
222°F to 212°F, then tempered at 1049"F, the
retained austenite is 11%.

Additional improvements in tool.performance
can be achieved if this retained austenite can be
transformed to martensite. As Barron' s study has
confirmed, adding a cryogenic: tep to th treat-
ment process does just that.

InTable I, data drawn from another tlJdy of
treated metals by Barron indicates which samples
exhibited improved abrasive wear after cryo-
genic treatment. In addition to results obtained
from samples treated at liquid-nitrogen tem-
perature (-3 ]OOP), the chart also lists re ults of
treatment at dry-ice temperature (. l WOP).

How Effectiv·e Is It?
Knowing how deep cryogenic tempering works,

we can predict which material will benefit. most
from treatment 'Generally, if an alloy contain
au tenite, and this austenite re ponds in orne de-
gree to heat treatment, further improvements will
be seen after deep cryogenic tempering ..Porin-
stance, ferritic and austenitic (430 and 303) stain-
less reels generally cannot be hardened by heat
treatment. Martensitic (440) stainles steels.onthe
other hand, can be hardened by heat. treatment;
therefore, the effect of deep cryogenic treatment

should be more pronounced for 440 stainless
steel than for the other tainle s steel .

C-I020 carbon steel and QS Meehanite iron
also show no significant improvements in per-
formance after cryogenic treatment. Because
these materials contain no austenite, sub-zero
temperatures can cau e no further metallurgical
change in them.

Financl.alPotential
Liquid nitrogen i the largest processing cost

in cryogenically cooling gears. The newe t sys-
tems are designed 10 more efficiently tran fer cold
from the liquid nitrogen to the meta] parts being
treated without losing the cold to the outside,
They have reduced processing costs by half,
making it economical to process all types of steel
items, I10t just gears and tooling. 'G car now cost
pennies instead of dollars to treet with this method.

Potentially every gear which is heat treated is a
candidate for the additional service of cryogenic
tempering.Mostcu tomersarepleasedtopayforthe
additional improvement of any gear, e pecially at a
nominal.additional cost (le s than $1 per polrnd!).

There are more than a handful of large tooling
manufacturers quietly utilizing the process today
for manufacturing a prem ium line of cutting tools.
They manufacture a "premium" tool which lasts
2-5 times longer for pennies and charge dollars
more for it - agreat boost in a competitive market
place where profit margin: have been squeezed.

Some heat treaters offer "cold cryogenic ser-
vices" utilizing -W20"F (dry ice) sy tems, bur deep
cryogenic treatment (below -3000P) is where most of
the benefits occur. Ultra [ow temperature treatments
below -300°F show much more impressive results.

Conclusion
While nota magic wand which will extend the

life of every product, over 100 items such as
gears, reamers, taps, die • broaches, drills,
endmill S, slicers. and cutti ng kniyes do respond to
the process .. It can create a "premium" more
profitable tool gear for a manufacturer and save a
lot of tool expense dollars for end users. The
proce s i .effective throughout the tool. unlik:e a
coating, so tools ,can be resharpened and receive
the benefits until completely worn out. The pro-
cess also works with TiN coatings.

Among the properties whieh defi ne the quali~
ties of a gear teel, durability is the highest
importance. These results are decisive in.estab-
lishing the benefits of cryogenic treatment in
increasing durabil±ty .•
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